
Assessment #5.  
1) I’ll draw a graph on the board relating increased efficiency measures (such as having wider, shorter pipes, 

or increased insulation) and total cost to the user or factory.  
a) Please explain why it might have that shape… or at least how Amory Lovins might explain it. 
b) Please explain what this might have to do with a “NegaWatt”? The NegaWatt is the power producing 
capacity you don’t need because of efficiency measures. However, in this situation, it is the power 
consuming capacity (like the heater or heat pump) that you don’t need to install. 

 
 

2) I manage a massive parking garage in LA… Crap! The lights are on all night long and hardly anyone is 
there. The annual energy usage is about 200,000 kWh. I first decide to install all LED lights at a cost of 
about $100,000 to have them installed. This cuts my electricity bill in half. Make a simple estimate for me 
assuming that we only care about a 5 year time period and there is no interest rate: 
a) What is the cost of conserved energy? Saving 100,000 kWh/year for 5 years is 500,000 kWh divided by 

the $100,000 capital cost yields a cost of $0.20/kWh… a little more than you’d pay to not conserve the 
energy. 

b) Estimate the amount of abated carbon? 1/3 kg CO2/kWh yields ~170 tons CO2 reduction over the 5 
years.  

c) What is the cost of abated carbon? The cost to you is the $100,000 minus the savings from saved 
electricity bills… 500,000 kWh at $0.15/kWh yields $25,000. $25,000/170 T ~ $200/Ton. 

d) Are there any other benefits? You can fire (“let go”) one maintenance person responsible for replacing 
lights because LEDs last so long. Additionally, there is less of a threat of lawsuit of someone falling or 
getting mugged because it’s dark because the lights need replacing. 

e) Would you do it? Of course… but you might not unless a $200/Ton increased the price of electricity to  
over $0.20/kWh which would make the investment alone cost effective. 

 



 
3) Nuclear Energy: 

a) Very few of us are concerned about safety (nuclear waste or nuclear disaster). Why are most of us not 
concerned about safety? Even if you are concerned about safety, please state why most of us are not. 

b) Explain the role of delay neutrons in controlling nuclear fission. 
c) Why did DH prevent the US from going down a road of nuclear fuel reprocessing – be specific with 

direct reference to important substances. Plutonium chemically distinct, easily purified, weapons grade 

 



4) Lighting. Please distinguish the following technologies wrt *how it works, *the relative efficiency, *how 
robust the device is…  
a) LED lights 
b) Incandescent Lights Black Body radiation. Filament gets hot and glows. Most of the light comes in the 

IR, so is not visible, but the bulb gets hotter than hell. Best used as a heater. 
c) Fluorescent Lights 

I spoke about “efficiency” in the video, and how lights don’t really have an efficiency because you see 
different wavelengths at different efficiencies. Different wavelengths have different efficacies, measured in 
lumens. We see best at green 555 nm at 683 lm/W… but would we want to have just green light? So 
different lights have different efficacies, and can be thought of as different efficiencies if we think of 555 nm 
as 100% efficiency. Please compare at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luminous_efficacy 

 


